ADVANCED K AWARD GRANT WRITING WORKSHOP
APRIL 20th | 9:00 am - 1:00 pm

The Office of Postdoctoral Affairs, the Physician-Scientist Training Program, and the Professional Development and Career Office are excited to welcome back CareerVolt to lead an Advanced K Award Grant Writing Workshop.

100% of past workshop participants said they would recommend this workshop to a colleague

Who is CareerVolt?
CareerVolt specializes in providing grant writing and professional development support to early-stage faculty and scientists. Drs. Jessica Lerch and Sheila Cherry are both PhD scientists with extensive expertise in NIH K award applications.

Who is this workshop for?
This workshop is designed for postdoctoral research and clinical fellows who plan to submit or resubmit a K award application in the upcoming 2022 cycle. To attend, you must be eligible for a K award. View a list of applicable K awards and eligibility requirements here.

What will be covered in the workshop?
1. Individualized review of your Specific Aims page and Career Development plan
2. Small group activities to discuss K award application sections, including the Candidate Statement and Development Plan
3. Didactic and interactive sessions covering the following topics:
   a. Candidate Background
   b. Workshopping the K Award Specific Aims
   c. The Career Development Plan
   d. Meeting reviewer needs and expectations
   e. The importance of tying it all together

A series of pre-recorded videos provide an overview of K Award basics and a video of faculty K award reviewers’ tips will be available March 1st to view at your convenience. We ask everyone to view these videos who do not have a strong foundational understanding of K Awards.

To Register:
1. Email Dr. Pat Phelps (pphelps4@jhmi.edu) and state your interest in attending
2. Submit your Specific Aims page by/before April 11th 2022 to Dr. Pat Phelps (pphelps4@jhmi.edu).
3. Copy your PI on your submitted aims to acknowledge their support of your submission.